
                                                                                                                                                       

 

 
 

From reports of how many folk have been out in their gardens, the NGS is going to be hard 
pushed to select show gardens and our part of Cumbria is going to be blooming lovely!  
Unfortunately the weather is set to change a bit, but as my friend Jay always said, “If you 
don’t like Cumbrian weather, wait a minute!” 
 

Our amazing volunteers, old and new, have been working away collecting prescriptions and 
papers, groceries and gas, so if you find yourself in need of essentials then please contact 
your Village Agent.  Thank you all for helping out those in necessary isolation. 
 

Obviously our Men in Sheds is closed but Ken sends this message to everyone, “remember 
to wash your hands thoroughly with good old soap and water (and it does not matter what 
temperature the water is)” I know all you chaps out there who were enjoying the shed 
activities will be missing them but now is the time to fix those things at home!  Go on you 
know they need doing!!  And sadly no one has the excuse now that there is no time for 
spring cleaning! Run out of glass cleaner?  Vinegar and makes a good substitute and there 
are many other alternatives you will have in your cupboard at home, you’ll be surprised 
what you can do with a bit of bicarbonate of soda!!!  
 

If you need medications please remember to order your prescription in plenty of time from 
your surgery, Caldbeck Surgery has asked for patients who get their medications dispensed 
from the surgery, please give at least three days’ notice prior to collection, NFG can organize 
collection by arrangement by contacting any Village Agent who will organize this if needs be.   
 

Remember both our local shops at Hesket Newmarket 016974 78229 and Caldbeck 016974 
78252 are open and doing an amazing job of keeping the community supplied.  They are 
taking orders and doing deliveries so no one needs to be short of groceries.   
 

And an important message from Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service (CF&RS) are issuing 
urgent #StayHomeStaySafe advice as many people work from home amidst the Coronavirus 
pandemic. With the increased numbers of people at home during the day, CF&RS are 
warning of the potential for more fires as people adapt their daily routines and others are in 
isolation, and calling for people to think, take action and avoid becoming a further casualty 
for the NHS.  Hazards include overloading plug sockets, using counterfeit or incorrect 
chargers for tablets, laptops and mobile phones and “daisy-chaining” - plugging multiple 
extension leads together or plugging many multi-socket adaptors into a single socket.  
 

Philippa Groves 016974 78555 NFG Village Agent, Castle Sowerby & Mungrisdale  

philippa.groves@northernfellsgroup.org.uk  
 

Our Benefits advisor Dianne Bowes help re benefits changes, grants and loans for 
businesses. Please contact her on 07752 457513 benefits@northernfellsgroup.org.uk 
 

And to help with volunteering please Simon Braithwaite 016974 77196                                                  

NFG Lend a Hand Coordinator simon.braithwaite@northernfellsgroup.org.uk                                                                                                              
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